most of the time. When partitions occur, they are considered transitory failures and core network functions such as routing react to these failures by attempting to find alternate paths. Even in wireless multi-hop ad-hoc networks (e.g., MANETs), where links are more volatile due to wireless channel impairments and mobility, partitions are still seen as exceptions and assumed infrequent and short-lived.
However, for some emerging applications like emergency response, special operations, smart environments, habitat monitoring, and VANETs, which are motivated by advances in wireless communications as well as ubiquity of portable computing devices, the assumption of ''universal connectivity'' among all participating nodes no longer holds. In fact, for some of those scenarios or applications, the network may be disconnected most of the time; in more ''extreme'' cases, there may never be an end-to-end path available between a source and a destination. Besides the application scenarios themselves, other factors contributing to frequent, arbitrarily long-lived connectivity interruptions include node heterogeneity (e.g., nodes with different radios, resources, battery life), volatile links (e.g., due to wireless propagation phenomena, node mobility), energy efficient node operation (e.g., duty cycling).
Networked environments which operate under such intermittent connectivity are also referred to as episodically connected, delay tolerant, or disruption tolerant networks (or DTNs). Clearly, traditional routing, including MANET routing protocols like OLSR [1] , AODV [2] , and DSDV [2] cannot deliver adequate performance in DTNs. Consequently, a number of new routing approaches have been proposed to cope with frequent, arbitrarily long-lived connectivity disruptions. They can be classified into three categories: deterministic or scheduled, enforced, and opportunistic routing. Deterministic routing solutions are used when contact information is known a priori. Jain et al. [3] showed how little or full information about contacts, queues, and traffic can be utilized to route messages from a source to a destination in the case of disruptions. They have presented a modified Dijkstra algorithm based upon information on scheduled contacts and compare the proposed approach against an optimal LP formulation. In order to deliver messages to otherwise disconnected parts of network (islands), enforced routing solutions like message ferries [4] and data mules [5] can be employed, where special-purpose mobile devices move over predefined paths in order to provide connectivity. Epidemic dissemination [6] is the basic form of opportunistic routing and works as follows. When node A encounters node B, it passes to B replicas of messages A is carrying which B does not have. In other words, epidemic routing is to episodically connected environments what flooding is to ''traditional'', well-connected networks. While on one hand epidemic routing offers minimum delivery delay, it may be prohibitively expensive since it consumes considerable network resources due to the excessive amount of message duplicates generated.
Our focus here is on opportunistic approaches to DTN routing, i.e., where no contact information is known a priori and no network infrastructure (e.g., special-purpose nodes with controlled trajectories) exists to provide connectivity. Besides the question of when contact opportunities happen between nodes, a number of other factors also affect data forwarding, including available storage at peering nodes, contact duration, available bandwidth, message priority or expiration time, etc.
An ever growing number of protocols addressing these ''opportunistic'' DTN scenarios have been proposed. However, it is not at all clear how existing solutions can be applied to a variety of DTN applications given their requirements and underlying network characteristics (e.g., connectivity, node mobility and capability).
In this paper, we address this question and thus help map the design space of opportunistic DTN routing. We can summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
-First, we dissect opportunistic routing solutions identifying their basic building blocks in terms of the forwarding scheme employed, namely message replication, forwarding, and (source and network) coding (Sect. 2). -We also identify a number of features that can be used to classify DTNs. Classifying DTNs according to their connectivity, mobility, and capability (i.e., storage, battery life, processing) of the participating nodes will be key to deciding what routing mechanism(s) to use in order to achieve adequate application-level performance (Sect. 4). -We then proceed to map the opportunistic routing design space by drawing the correspondence between the proposed DTN taxonomy and the basic opportunistic routing building blocks (Sect. 5). -Finally, through simulations, we conduct case studies of a number of challenged wireless network scenarios in order to validate some of our DTN opportunistic routing design principles and recommendations (Sect. 6).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the routing strategies in intermittently connected network by dissecting the existing solutions into a small number of common and tunable routing primitives. Important utility functions for routing decisions are described in Sect. 3 . Section 4 presents a DTN taxonomy by detailing the network characteristics that are important in designing a routing protocol. DTN routing design guidelines and a discussion is presented in Sect. 5, and in the end, we provide some case studies of challenged wireless networks in Sect. 6.
Opportunistic routing primitives
In this paper, we focus on opportunistic routing approaches, i.e., where no information about connectivity or mobility is assumed to be known a priori and no specialpurpose nodes (e.g., data mules or ferries) are used. The basic principle governing opportunistic routing is that when two nodes meet one another, they must decide whether to forward a message, or to carry it further. It represents a shift from basic ''store-and-forward'' to the so-called ''store-carry-and-forward''.
Due to its inherent characteristic of running without a priori knowledge, opportunistic routing is quite general and is also applicable to both scheduled and enforced connectivity scenarios since they may suffer from some non-determinism and uncertainty. For example, a bus that is scheduled to reach a bus stop at a certain instant may get stuck in a traffic jam, causing a deviation in its schedule, which ultimately may affect deterministic routing. Also, there can be other factors affecting scheduled behavior like weather, radio interference, and system failure.
Even though our focus in this paper is on networks or applications exhibiting frequent and long-lasting disruptions in connectivity, we should point out that node mobility has been shown to increase capacity of connected wireless networks [7] . Thus, DTN routing approaches can be employed in connected networks to harness node mobility for capacity reasons. Additionally, it is important to note that we are only targeting applications which disseminate data in a point-to-point manner. Multicast or broadcast applications require different routing strategies; however, we argue that insight from this work is also relevant for multipoint data dissemination services.
Routing as opportunistic forwarding
As previously pointed out, traditional routing protocols (including MANET routing) do not work well in environments prone to frequent and long-lived disruptions; these routing protocols assume almost always connected network and require an end-to-end path to exist in order for a source to send data to a destination. Paths are discovered either in a proactive (table-driven routing) or reactive (on-demand routing) manner. This is not the case in a DTN-like environment, as it is possible that a path may never be available between source-destination pairs. Hence, the store-carryand-forward routing paradigm is utilized in such scenarios; this means that a set of independent, opportunistic (i.e., no certainty about whether there will ever be a path to destination) forwarding decisions will attempt to eventually deliver messages to destinations.
In the remaining of this section, we define opportunistic routing based on the evolution of the message vectors at nodes as they encounter other nodes. It is important to note that as energy is a precious resource in mobile nodes, any node can turn to sleep mode to conserve battery lifetime. Thus, it is possible that two nodes are within communication range of each other but are unable to exchange any information, if any of them is in sleep mode. For clarity, we define the ''encounter of two nodes'' for the case when two nodes are within communication range of each other and are in power on mode. where Dt is a random variable and is the time it takes to forward a message (medium access, transmission and propagation delay, etc.), and f(.) denotes a function that will be applied to the message-and context vectors at the time of the encounter. The function f(.) will depend on the type of routing primitive, e.g., replication, forwarding, etc.
We use the same notation to define three basic building blocks 1 of mobility-assisted opportunistic routing, namely replication, forwarding, and coding, based upon which, every opportunistic routing protocol can be constructed.
Next, we look into these three primitives in more detail, providing also specific examples. Let us assume that a node A which has a set of neighbors B j encounters node B i , j =i. A has then to decide whether to forward message m to B i .
Message replication
A relay A carrying a copy of m can decide to spawn a new copy of m and forward it to a newly encountered node, (B). This decision will depend on the message vectors of the two nodes (e.g., if the new neighbor does not have a copy of the message in question) as well as on the ''context'' of the two nodes (e.g., the new neighbor tends to see the message destination often where f rep (Á) is either {m} or f;g (the empty set). Several studies such as [8] [9] [10] have reported the benefits of replication for DTN routing. Note that in case where more than two nodes encounter each other at the same time, f rep (Á) would contain context information of all the nodes that meet each other at that time.
Greedy replication
The simplest version of copy replication is performed in a ''greedy'' manner. When node A encounters any node, say B, and B does not have a copy of m, A will spawn and This is a fast and robust method to distribute copies, creating a number of ''copy custodians'' that will look for the destination concurrently. Greedy replication is the basic primitive used by epidemic routing [6] . Epidemic routing has many variants and has been used by researchers as a baseline to evaluate DTN routing protocols, as it offers minimum average message delay at the cost of consuming maximum network resources. Prioritized Epidemic Routing (PREP) [11] is a recent greedy replication based protocol, where the stored bundles are prioritized based upon their expiry time and distance to destination in order to better utilize resources.
Generating and passing a new copy to every node encountered may produce considerably high overhead in terms of buffer space for storage and energy spent on transmission and reception. Variants of replication that control the number of copies or custodians of a message circulating in the network at any given point are quite effective in reducing overhead and still achieving adequate performance. They are described below.
Controlled replication
Here, there is some ''context'' associated with each given message m. This context keeps track of the number of copies that have been created for m. If the perceived number of generated copies is smaller than some desired -In probability-limited replication [12] , a node decides to forward a copy of a message to any node it encounters with a specific probability p i , where i indicates the service class to which the message belongs.
Controlled replication has been shown to achieve competitive delays with only a small fraction of the copies used by uncontrolled replication policies such as epidemic routing [6] . It is the strategy used in protocols like Spray and Wait [8, 10] , more specifically the copy-limited version.
Controlled replication performs especially well when nodes are homogeneous and move frequently around the network. However, if candidate relays have very different capabilities, greedy and even controlled replication may waste valuable message copies by forwarding them to nodes that are of little use in the delivery process. In heterogeneous scenarios, one may want to consider the capabilities, characteristics or context of candidate relays and hand over a copy of a message only if the perceived ''utility'' of a node as a copy custodian is high enough.
Utility-based replication
Here, the forwarding decision depends on the context of the current custodian and that of the candidate relay. Specifically, we assume that a set of parameters related to the nodes in question are evaluated to estimate the nodes' ''utility'' or ''fitness'' as a relay for a given message bound to a certain destination. This utility may correspond, for example, to the probability of the new node encountering the destination in the future. This and other utility functions will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3).
There are basically two variants of utility-based replication, namely uncontrolled and controlled utility-based replication, both of which are described below using our message vector notation: Uncontrolled Utility-based replication has been used to reduce the overhead of epidemic routing [13, 14] . As an example, rather than handing over a copy to every new node encountered, each node maintains a probability measure of future encounters using the history of past encounters; based on this probability, a node forwards a new copy to a new neighbor only if the neighbor has a high enough (or higher than the current relay's) probability of a future encounter with the destination.
Controlled, utility-based replication, on the other hand, has been proposed in [15] to improve the quality of forwarding decisions made by Spray and Wait in heterogeneous environments. Encounter-Based Routing (EBR) [16] is another example of controlled, utility-based replication, in which future rate of node encounters is predicted using number of past encounters with nodes, and encounter metric is computed locally at each node. The number of replicas of a message, delivered to a relay node depends upon the ratio of encounter value that the relay advertises.
Message forwarding
Unlike replication, under copy forwarding, a relay A carrying a message m may decide to hand that message over to a node B it encounters; by doing so, A relinquishes its copy of m and ceases to be one of its custodians. Clearly, forwarding incurs minimal message duplication overhead. It is beneficial when the initial relay(s) chosen is(are) not the best one(s). Using our message vector evolution notation, we can define forwarding as follows. If m 6 2 S where f rep (Á) and f fwd (Á) take values either {m} or f;g (the empty set).
Forwarding a message can be performed either using a utility function or in a probabilistic manner (e.g., tossing a coin to decide, at each contact, if a message should be forwarded or not). If a utility function approach is used, each node i maintains a value for the utility function U i (j) for every other node j in the network. U i (j) which can be interpreted as the probability that node i will forward a message to node j, may be based on a number of different parameters (e.g., encounter history, mobility, friendship index with j, etc. [17] is an example of a routing protocol that is based on message forwarding, where single copy per message is used, and there is no replication. Forwarding is based upon some utility function, but if the utility function is lower than a certain threshold, the nodes with the highest mobility, and so can move the farthest in the network are chosen as relays and message is forwarded to these relay, which are called Ballistic Nodes. This protocol is based upon the concept of Levy Walks.
Message coding
Messages may be coded and processed at the source, i.e., source coding or as they traverse the network, i.e., network coding. In the following subsections, both of these coding variants are presented.
Source coding
Source coding aims at increasing delivery reliability and reducing worst-case delay. A notable example is erasure coding [18] , in which the coding is performed by the source, a coded part of a message is further treated as any other message in the network, and there is no specific implications on routing and forwarding.
A variation of source coding known as distributed source coding tries to minimize propagating redundant information in the network, and thus reduce overhead.
Sensor networks, which are aimed at a variety of monitoring applications (e.g., environmental and habitat monitoring), are the typical target scenario for distributed source coding [19] . The basic idea behind distributed source coding is to take advantage of the data's inherent spatial and temporal locality to suppress propagation of unnecessary information. For example, in a sensor network tasked to measure the temperature field of a given region, nodes that are in close proximity to one another are expected to report similar temperature values. Through DSC strategies, nodes can identify such redundancies and perform in-network aggregation to reduce the volume of data transmitted in the network [20] . Another example of DSC is growth codes [21] , which use coding redundancy at neighbors to avoid the impact of loss.
Network coding
Network coding has been proposed as a way to increase the capacity of wireless network [22, 23] . The main idea behind network coding is to allow mixing of messages at intermediate nodes in the network. In this way, a receiver reconstructs original message, once it receives enough encoded messages. The network coding is shown to achieve maximum information flow in a network, which is not attainable with traditional routing schemes.
Linear network coding has been shown to achieve the capacity of information networks [24] . This coding scheme permits a node to apply a linear transformation to a vector (a block of messages over a certain base field) before passing it further in the network. It can be used to reduce the time to deliver a given flow, maximize the throughput, reduce the number of transmissions (and thus energy expended), etc.
Random network coding, where coding coefficients are chosen by each node randomly from a large enough field (often Z 8 ), and in a distributed manner, is an efficient method to implement network coding in practice (coding coefficients are sent as part of the packet, with only a small overhead) [25] . To take advantage of the benefits of network coding in a wireless, often ''challenged'', environment, the following modification of greedy replication have been proposed [23] : instead of transmitting single packets, linear combinations of packets are generated and transmitted; assume a node A has a set of linear combinations of N packets S ðAÞ msg ¼ fm 1 ;m 2 ; . . .;m m g and encounters another node B. Then, it creates a linear combination of all its messages in the queuê
Here, the addition is ''modulo'' the given base field chosen for network coding. When enough independent combinations (C N) of the N messages, belonging to a given coding generation, have been received, a node can decode them to get the original N messages. Finally, the forwarding function f code (Á) might be for example:
-a random coin toss, i.e. f code ðS ðAÞ ctxt ðtÞ; S ðBÞ ctxt ðtÞÞ ¼ fm new g with some probability p B 1 [23] .
-based on a utility function as described in Sect. 3.
One key problem with the network coding approach described above is that coding every single message together may result in never collecting enough independent combinations of messages to successfully decode, especially when the network in sparse or when the nodes' degree is low. Some control is needed on how many and which messages will be coded together. This is known as generation control. Coding messages from many different sessions and from large time or sequence number windows (large generations) might result in high delivery delays. On the other hand, using small generations limits the amount of gains achievable by network coding. Finally, even controlling the generations in a distributed manner, might pose significant challenges.
For these reasons, it has been suggested to implement network coding hop-by-hop, in an opportunistic fashion [22] . Assume that a node A with message vector S ðAÞ i that will result in maximizing the number of neighbor nodes, B 1 to B n , that will be able to decode a new packet. A then broadcasts this message combination. Opportunistic network coding simply takes advantage of favorable traffic patterns to locally save some transmissions, without requiring any generation control or imposing additional delays, but its performance still suffers in very sparse networks.
Routing as resource allocation
In this subsection, we look into DTN routing from a resource allocation point of view. In traditional DTN routing, routing is mostly performed based upon some utility function(s). The main aim is always to find a path to a destination with the available information. Almost all routing strategies are no exception to this, and thus they have an incidental effect on routing metrics (maximizing average delay or delivery ratio). Another angle to look at DTN routing is to treat it as a resource allocation problem. The purpose is to have an intentional effect on the DTN routing, rather than an incidental one, in order to maximize the performance of specific routing metrics. The idea is to forward or replicate a message to a relay, based upon the available resources in order to maximum the likelihood of message delivery, when two nodes meet. Note that resource allocation based routing is not a basic primitive of DTN routing, and can use any of the three basic primitives described in the previous subsections.
RAPID [26, 27] is the first protocol which treats DTN routing as a resource allocation problem. In RAPID, messages are ordered with respect to their utilities, keeping in view the goal of maximizing specific metrics (e.g. delay), which also allows computation of more sophisticated and desired metrics such as worst-case delivery delay and packet delivery ratio. The protocol translates a routing metric to per-packet utilities, and at every transfer opportunity, it is verified if the marginal utility of replication justifies the resources used. In a way, it is a replicationbased protocol, but what differs it with the traditional replication scheme is resource allocation.
Erramilli et al. [28] has done a study that is based upon prioritizing messages to better manage network resources in a resource-constrained environment, where they use delegation forwarding [29] as their forwarding algorithm. Another protocol that is based upon the resource allocation concept is ORWAR (Opportunistic Routing with WindowAware Replication) [30] that uses message utility based differentiation mechanism which allows allocation of more resources for messages with high utilities. Thus, it replicates messages in order of high utilities first, and removes messages in the reverse order, if needed. Again, this is a replication routing scheme, but the delivery of number of copies depends upon evaluation of the contact window.
Examples of DTN routing protocols
In Sect. 2, we have described three basic primitives based on which DTN routing can be built. We now proceed to identify the use of these primitives in some existing DTN routing protocols. Table 1 summarizes this correspondence between DTN building blocks, their variants and existing DTN solutions. The table shows examples of DTN-routing protocols and categorizes them in terms of the three main building blocks (i.e., replication, forwarding and coding). The first column represents the properties based on which the routing protocols are built, and the second column shows the routing protocol examples.
Take for example Epidemic Routing [6] : it is a typical case of ''uncontrolled'', i.e., with no constraints on the number of copies generated, message replication using a greedy approach; on the other hand, Spray and Wait [8] is an example of ''controlled'' greedy replication as it limits the number of copies for each message. Replication can also be made ''smart'' by using some utility functions as in [15] . Spray and Focus [32] is an example of a protocol that combines greedy replication with smart forwarding mechanisms. Performance and efficiency can further be improved if smart forwarding is used with smart replication. On the other hand, smart forwarding mechanisms can be 123 used with source coding schemes such as Erasure Coding [18] , and replication can be used with coding schemes [21, 22] .
DTN routing utility functions
We now turn our attention to utility functions that can be used in message replication (or forwarding) by the DTN routing primitives previously discussed. Candidate utility functions could be broadly categorized into destination dependent (''DD'') and destination independent (''DI'') functions. These utility function are very useful especially when the network as well as the participating nodes are heterogeneous. Many utility functions have been presented in [15] , and are thoroughly investigated and applied to heterogeneous environments in [39, 40] .
Destination dependent (DD) utility
One node may be the best relay for one destination (d 1 ), and another node may be the best relay for a different destination (d 2 ). In other words, for DD utility functions, it is possible that the following is true:
Below we describe a number of parameters that can be used to build destination dependent utility functions.
-Age of Last Encounter: It has been suggested that keeping track of past encounters with a given node can be helpful in successfully predicting future encounters. For example, each node could maintain a timer for every other node in the network that records the time elapsed since the two nodes last ''saw'' each other [31] . These timers could then act as indirect location information. Additionally, a node can keep a record of its encounters with another node by noting the last encounter time and the node's position at the time of encounter [41] . Although keeping the last encounter time for nodes does not provide any guarantee that a node would meet a destination in the future, yet it can be useful in predicting the current location of a destination. Because, nodes tend to move in a continuous manner (i.e., they don't ordinarily perform jumps in space), often, a smaller timer value implies a smaller distance to the destination, if we assume that the average speed of nodes does not vary too much. In case nodes are heterogeneous in terms of their characteristics and capabilities, some other parameters should be used in combination with age of last encounter in order to choose a ''suitable'' relay node. Note that the age of last encounter with a destination is related to the instantaneous fitness of a node as a candidate relay for that destination. -History of Past Encounters: The age of last encounter is only a single ''snapshot'' of the history of past encounters and may not necessarily predict future encounters successfully. Instead, a node could maintain a ''richer'' set of information about past encounters with another node, like frequency of encounters, average inter-encounter time, higher moments of inter-encounter time, average encounter duration, etc. Such information could help identify more accurately good candidate next hops; on the other hand, keeping more information about encounters increases the overhead in terms of context data that needs to be stored. Also, depending upon the application requirements, a combination of past encounter parameters can be used to choose the best possible relay for a destination. Another consideration is how long to keep this history about a certain destination at a node as it may not be useful, or even misleading after a certain threshold of time depending upon the dynamics and mobility pattern of participating nodes. An example of this kind of utility function is Encounter Based Routing (EBR) [16] , in which future rate of node encounter is predicted using information about past encounters with node. -Pattern of Locations Visited: In the real world, mobile users move with certain purposes in mind (e.g., going to work, going to a class, going from work to lunch, etc.). Additionally, they may follow specific paths in between these locations due to geographical constraints. As a result, people tend to follow a movement pattern in their daily activities. These patterns are a function of a variety of parameters including professional activity, work and home location, etc. What is more, most people also tend to spend the majority of their time in a small subset of preferred locations, as opposed to indiscriminately roaming everywhere (unless, this is part of their job, e.g., taxi driver, salesman, etc). ''Location preference'' as well as the periodic nature of human mobility (diurnal and weekly patterns) have been consistently demonstrated in a variety of real mobility traces [42] . Mobility patterns (known a priori or ''learned'' online by collecting appropriate statistics) could help identify a profile for a given node; nodes with a matching or similar mobility profile as the destination could be considered good candidate relays for messages to that destination [34, 35, 37 ]. -Social Networks: Humans are involved in complex social relationships (networks), and people who are sociallyrelated to each other (e.g. friends, students in the same class, and colleagues in the same department) are expected to interact more often with each other. These social features can have important implications for networks formed by communication devices operated or carried by humans (e.g., vehicles, PDAs, laptops). Knowledge about existing social links could allow one to choose a ''data relay'' that has a much better chance of encountering the destination soon. Note that one way to gather information about social networks is by keeping a history of past encounters. However, there is additional data that is relevant in the context of social networks. For example, suppose that it is known a priori that A is a good friend of D, but B hardly knows D; then, even with no past encounter information of D at A or B, A can be considered a better relay for D than B. Another way to do this is by labeling the nodes with community names and by making nodes advertised the communities they belong to as they move and meet other nodes. The social network information about nodes can also be gathered by observing and estimating their mobility pattern. Bubble [43] is one of the recent social-based forwarding protocol, in which forwarding is based upon identifying ''hubs'' and ''centrality points'' in the network. Having no information about a destination, a message is forwarded towards a more ''popular'' area or node, and then the forwarding mechanism tries to find the destination itself, or a node having the same ''community'' as the destination node. The logic behind finding a popular node first is that in a social network, some nodes tend to see other nodes more often than others. -Traditional Routing Table Entry: In a network that is often disconnected, it is possible to have network connectivity in parts of the network (connectivity islands). So, in such cases, each node could maintain a limited-range (e.g. n-hop) view of the topology in a proactive manner (link-state, distance vector) to improve performance. In many scenarios, complementing traditional routing mechanisms with ''mobilityassisted'' primitives to overcome partitions or other route failures may be a more suitable solution than replacing traditional routing altogether.
Destination independent (DI) utility
In this case, the ''utility'' of a given node is independent of any destination; rather, it depends on some characteristic(s) exhibited by a node. This implies that one node may be the best relay for most or all destinations. In other words, for DI functions it holds in general that:
Examples of nodes which are highly preferable as relays for any destination could be nodes with high and frequent mobility (e.g., vehicles), nodes with many ''friends'' (e.g., hubs in scale-free networks), nodes with more resources (e.g., buses [36] ), or nodes with high cooperative behavior (e.g., APs, routers or gateways, ferries). Below, we describe in more detail some destination independent parameters that should be considered when making forwarding decisions.
-Amount of Mobility: In some wireless network deployments, nodes may vary in different ways, e.g., some might be more mobile than others. In the case of a campus environment, nodes carried by humans may tend to be more static, while nodes attached to campus transportation vehicles (e.g., [36] ) move around the campus periodically, some of which following regular trajectories. These more mobile nodes tend to traverse a wider portion of the network in the same amount of time than the more static nodes, and thus encounter a larger subset of other wireless nodes. As a result, they represent highly desirable relays, if a DTN-like routing strategy is employed. One way to identify such relays could be, for example, to use labels that represent the type of mobility exhibited by nodes, e.g. ''BUS'', ''TAXI'', ''PEDESTRIAN'', ''BASE STATION'', etc. In some scenarios, it would not be too burdensome to manually configure a label (e.g., by setting some software parameter when installing a radio, say, on the top of a bus). Nevertheless, algorithms that estimate the ''degree of mobility'' online could also be deployed in self-organized, more dynamic environments [15] . -Node Resources: When forwarding a message to a node, the resources and capabilities of that node should be considered. Even if a certain node has some ties to the destination (e.g., close friendship), giving a message copy to that node might be a waste of resources, if it is almost out of battery. Chances are it will either turn itself off or run out of battery before it gets a chance of delivering the message. Similarly, if a candidate relay has its buffer almost full, it might be more prudent to prefer another node instead. This may not only result in smaller queuing delays, but may also reduce the probability of the message getting dropped later. Consequently, nodes may maintain the current status of their resources, which can be used to identify nodes that are ''good'' (or ''bad'') relays independent of the destination. -Cooperative Behavior: Message forwarding is not free and consumes node resources including battery life and buffer space. So, it is possible that some nodes refuse to forward messages on behalf of others because either they have limited resources, or they are pre-configured with specific forwarding policies, or because they have been either compromised or are owned by an attacker. So, forwarding a message to such nodes would be disadvantageous. Consequently, forwarding decisions should also consider how cooperative nodes are in forwarding messages. Approaches to boosting cooperation among nodes include offering incentives to cooperating nodes, or penalizing non-cooperative ones. This has also implications in building trust among participating nodes, which is the topic of the DI parameter discussed below. -Trustworthiness: Although a number of research efforts have been devoted to addressing various problems related to data delivery in wireless networks (e.g., media access, routing, and transport protocols), securing wireless communication is among the biggest challenges. This is due to a number of factors notably the shared, uncoordinated access to the wireless medium, as well as its inherent unreliability and non-determinism. The peerto-peer, non-hierarchical nature of many emerging wireless applications requires collaboration among participating nodes so that data delivery can be accomplished. Malicious peers could exploit this to intervene with the network's normal operation or extract sensitive information, such as passwords, credit card numbers, etc., from packet streams. In other cases, malicious users could pretend to carry and forward other nodes' traffic, while in fact, they don't do so, which may create drastic forwarding problem. What is more, wireless node resources like bandwidth and battery power will be scarce and valuable in the foreseeable future. Thus, nonmalicious yet selfish users might be tempted to refuse carrying other's traffic. For these reasons, the utility of a node as a message relay might also be a function of the trust other nodes have in it, a trust which could be based on signed certificates, PGP-like architectures [44] , reputation systems [45] , etc.
Additional considerations
It is certainly possible (and probably desirable) to define utility functions that take into account both the general, destination independent fitness of a node as well as destination specific information. For example, we can combine history of past encounters (DD utility) with nodes' mobility patterns, or their resources (DI utility) in order to define a hybrid utility function that is able to deliver messages to destinations more efficiently. Most utility functions discussed above are based solely on a snapshot of the past (e.g., the last time node X encountered node Y). However, in real life scenarios node interactions may exhibit rich and intricate structure; it would thus be beneficial to explore learning techniques that try to use history over a window of time or feedback (e.g., from the destination) to make better routing decisions.
A taxonomy of DTNs
In this section, we classify DTNs according to a set of characteristics relevant to routing. For example, a wellconnected network whose nodes exhibit little or no mobility would imply that traditional MANET routing algorithms (e.g. OLSR [1] , AODV [2] , etc.) might be appropriate. Similarly, a network where nodes have little or no energy limitations (e.g., vehicles) would likely render routing protocols that focus on minimizing energy consumption inadequate. We start by describing the network features used in our DTN taxonomy.
Connectivity
Connectivity is an important characteristic of wireless networks. Two well-known definitions of network connectivity are (i) the probability that a path exists between two randomly chosen nodes [46] , or (ii) the percentage of nodes connected to the largest connected component [46] . Although these two definitions are slightly different, they have similar implications from a macroscopic point of view.
Traditional routing techniques assume the ''Internet model'' where networks are always connected. Partitions are treated as faults and routing attempts to mend them as soon as they are detected. Typically, alternate routes can be found and disconnections, if they happen, are ephemeral events. In multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks, or MANETs, due to node mobility, wireless channel impairments, limited node capabilities, etc, the assumption that the network is always connected no longer holds and routing had to be re-thought. However, partitions are still considered exceptions to normal operation and routing reacts by trying to find alternate paths. In case it fails and disconnections persist, data queued at nodes waiting to be forwarded starts to get dropped as queues fill up. In fact, it is well-known that the so-called reactive (or on-demand) routing protocols such as DSR [2] and AODV [2] perform poorly when disconnections are frequent and persist for arbitrarily long periods of time.
Recently, it has been recognized that in disruption tolerant networks, connectivity will be consistently below 1 (or 100%). As a result, the whole spectrum of possible connectivity values all the way from 0 (very sparse networks) to 1 (connected networks) need to be considered when designing routing algorithms.
It is well-known from percolation theory that, in networks consisting of randomly placed (or randomly moving) nodes, connectivity exhibits a phase transition behavior [47] as depicted in Fig. 1 . Specifically, if connectivity is scaled by changing the nodes' transmission range, then the following can be observed [48] : (i) for (a large number of) low transmission range values, connectivity values are quite low: no large cluster exists, but rather very small clusters (few with 1 node), whose sizes are exponentially distributed, are found; (ii) when transmission range crosses some threshold value, connectivity starts increasing rapidly and quickly enters a region where a giant component is formed containing a large percentage of nodes, while the rest of the nodes form smaller clusters (again of exponentially distributed size).
This phase transition behavior has some important implications: random networks, i.e., those formed by randomly placing nodes (e.g., sensors scattered uniformly in the field) or randomly moving nodes (e.g., random direction), will be either sparse or almost connected, in most cases. But, if transmission range or number of nodes is low, we can have the case where nodes tend to form clusters (or connectivity islands) due to their mobility patterns. So, in the following, we focus on three different kinds of networks according to their connectivity, namely: almost connected networks, sparse networks, and connectivity islands.
Almost connected networks
Also known as ''flaky nets'', these networks more closely resemble the traditional MANET viewpoint of a connected graph. However, the graph here often exhibits partitions. A good percentage of end-to-end pairs are connected at any time, even though the paths might not be long-lasting. Traditional proactive-(e.g., link-state) or reactive routing protocols (e.g. DSR, AODV) could still deliver a part of the traffic successfully (although with a higher overhead for route discovery and maintenance). Yet, they are unable to deliver any traffic between nodes that lie in different partitions.
Mobility-assisted routing schemes can be beneficial in bridging disconnected parts of the network and are able to deliver traffic between any two nodes. Yet, hybrid protocols that can also take advantage of the existence of large connected clusters are desirable.
Sparse networks
This is a more challenging scenario. In these networks, transmission range is much lower and no large clusters exist. Most nodes have only a few neighbors or are isolated most of the time. Every now and then, two such nodes come into contact, at which time they can exchange data or other useful information, and soon go back to having no neighbors. It is evident that traditional-or even MANET routing protocols would fail to satisfy most end-to-end traffic requests, as very few contemporaneous paths exist. What is more, the small size or non-existence of clusters imply that routing modules that aim at maintaining multihop neighborhood information (2-hop, k-hop, etc.) have not much value to offer.
Instead, a message has to get routed predominantly by being carried using relays. Occasionally a new candidate relay is encountered and the routing protocol needs to decide whether it should hand-over custody, replicate some of its messages, or continue carrying them. Consequently, node mobility is a crucial feature in these sparse networks, both in terms of how mobile nodes are, as well as how structured node mobility is (i.e., whether mobility patterns exist). Similar to network connectivity, mobility is another important feature and will be discussed in detail in Sect. 4.2 below.
It is thus important to discover nodes that move frequently and quickly around the network as well as nodes whose mobility pattern might be correlated with that of the destination. To do so, nodes may exchange useful information about themselves or other nodes encountered recently. If such information can be collected often enough (before it becomes irrelevant or obsolete), mobility-assisted routing policies can be used to deliver close-to-optimal performance.
Another important implication of sparse networks is that whenever two nodes encounter each other, there is only a small probability that other nodes are also within range. As a result, there is little contention, on average, at the MAC layer for each transmission, and there is also little (in-channel) interference. This suggests that available bandwidth (or buffer space) per contact is the limiting factor as far as performance is concerned. What is more, it suggests that forwarding or scheduling techniques that aim to choose the right neighbor (e.g., transmit to the ''best'' neighbor according to some utility function) [15] or combine packets for different neighbors (e.g. opportunistic network coding [22] ) offer little gain here. 
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''Connectivity islands''
It has been observed that in real world deployments, node location does not typically follow a uniform distribution. Similarly, node mobility is usually non-uniform. In fact, it is often the non-uniform mobility process that creates the non-uniform node location distribution. Thus, even though the phase transition phenomenon described earlier might imply that networks are either sparse or almost connected, in real world different connectivity structures might be observed. For example, in vehicular networks nodes may tend to gather around different concentration points for reasons dependent on the transportation network (e.g., traffic lights, junctions, toll, etc.) or application (e.g., taxi booths at airports, popular locations, etc.) [38] . Other real world examples include First Mile Solutions [49] and VLINK [50] . This non-uniform placement or mobility of nodes can also be observed in a variety of other scenarios. Consider, for example, a campus with people mostly moving within their own departments [42] , or herds of animals mostly moving together in packs [13] . These networks can be seen as a set of separated islands of (full) connectivity, formed around a concentration point, with few or no contemporary paths between concentration points.
Connectivity Islands lie in between Almost connectedand Sparse Networks. On one hand, their sizable clusters imply that proactive routing approaches could help collect and maintain useful information about immediately reachable nodes. On the other hand, a large number of nodes outside the local cluster are not immediately reachable using traditional techniques. Instead, mobility-assisted routing should be used to move messages between different ''islands'', where no immediate path is available. Consider, for example, a scenario where some anchor nodes are stable over time and can serve as ''connectivity points'' (e.g., VANET concentration points at traffic lights are expected not to change often), but attached nodes change often. In these cases, routing can be done hierarchically where at the macroscopic level, relatively stable paths can be constructed and used to route traffic between ''islands'', while store-carry-and-forward is used on a microscopic level to forward messages when no routes exist, likely between ''islands'' [38] . What is more, if the nodes that are associated with a given concentration point are stable over time (e.g. nodes affiliated with a given department), macroscopic information about the mobility pattern [37] or community structure [51] between nodes could be used to route traffic across disconnected parts.
To summarize, if a routing table entry exists for a given destination on the microscopic level (i.e., populated by traditional routing techniques, such as proactive link-state (e.g., OLSR) or on-demand distance vector (e.g., AODV)), then no special measures are needed. If, however, no paths exist to that node, a routing entry can indicate a possible course of action on the macroscopic level, e.g., ''send to connectivity island X''. This latter action could be performed by, say, finding a node that is affiliated with X [37] or replicated or sprayed to a number of nodes, with the hope that one of them will soon visit X.
Mobility
Node mobility is another important factor to be considered when choosing adequate routing approaches, especially as the network becomes sparser. In particular, we will discuss two aspects related to node mobility as follows:
Amount of mobility
The ''amount of mobility'' of a node can be defined as the percentage of the network traversed or ''covered'' by the node within a given amount of time. Alternately, it can also be expressed as the number of new nodes (and thus either destinations or candidate relays) a given node encounters within a given time window. The following characteristics are needed to quantify mobility.
-Node Speed: Intuitively, the faster a node is moving, the more new area it should cover in a given amount of time, all other parameters unchanged. Additionally, if nodes move fast, they would have more chances to meet more nodes, thus increasing the number of contacts. On the other hand, if node speed is too high, contact duration is reduced, directly affecting routing protocol performance. -Pause Time and Frequency: Depending upon the environment and the application, mobile nodes may tend to stay at a particular position for extended periods of time. We call this duration as the pause time. For example, in an exposition hall, nodes may move from one place to another and stay at the other place for some time before moving further. Again depending upon the application, the pause time may be used to deliver messages to destinations as it increases the contact duration when the node is in static position, as it has been shown that in some cases, the nodes that are static are more useful to relay messages because of their placement in the area (e.g., throwboxes [52] , bus stops etc.). On the other hand, depending upon the scenario, the nodes that have longer pause times may not be as useful in the delivery process as mobile nodes. The nodes' periodicity of visiting places, or their frequency can also be exploited in the delivery process of messages. -Integration Time: This is essentially the time it takes a node, starting at a given state of a mobility structure, to arrive to its stationary distribution; the higher the integration time, the more time it takes the average node to reach a randomly chosen destination.
In general, the larger the amount of average node mobility, the better the performance of routing protocols that rely on such mobility. Furthermore, in a number of situations it holds that the higher the average node mobility, the less sophisticated the design of a protocol needs to be. This seems to be in contrast with the traditional viewpoint that node mobility has a negative effect on routing protocol performance.
Structure of mobility
The structure of the nodes mobility is equally important, and becomes significantly more so for sparser and ''less mobile'' networks. The following information about the structure of a node's mobility pattern is particularly important from a routing protocol's perspective: -Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Mobility: Depending on a particular DTN application, participating nodes may all have the same capabilities and behavior. Conversely, in a heterogeneous deployment, nodes mobility may differ from one another. For example, one could reasonably assume that nodes in a sensor network have homogeneous capabilities and behavior (e.g., duty cycle operation). However, people forming a Pocket Switched Network [53] might have largely different mobility patterns from one another. Nodes heterogeneous mobility affects protocol design in a number of ways. For example, some nodes will be better relays than others for delivering traffic. Some relays might be preferable for any destination 2 , as in the case of nodes that move fast and frequently around the networks (e.g. vehicles). Protocols that are ''smart'' enough to discover and pick such advantageous relays are expected to perform better the more heterogeneous a network is. Attention is needed though to make sure not to overload a few nodes with relaying responsibilities; this will possibly have detrimental effects due to congestion or battery drainage. Alternatively, if the network is homogeneous, then simple greedy solutions may be adequate to achieve good performance. -Spatial and Temporal Correlation: In addition to differences in the mobility pattern between nodes, individual nodes may exhibit specific mobility patterns which could be leverage to improve routing performance. For instance, a given node may visit some locations (e.g., a person's home or office) often which exemplifies spatial correlation of movement. Also, a given node may exhibit different mobility behaviors depending on the time of day (temporal correlation). For example, most employees might head to the company's cafeteria between 12 -1p.m. Finally, there might also exist correlations between the mobility of different nodes both in space (e.g., nodes that tend to visit the same locations [34] ) and time (e.g., nodes that leave their ''home'' location at around the same times). In such cases, good relays may be destination specific, that is, a given node may be the best relay to deliver a message to destination X but may never do so for another destination Y. In some other cases, good relays may be time-specific, which means that a given node can act as the best relay at a specific time for a destination (or during a specific time interval), and another node would serve as relay for another time interval. Protocols that possess the necessary intelligence to distinguish between relays in general, and more specifically, take advantage of mobility patterns they exhibit, are desirable. -Other Considerations: In addition to the previous generic mobility characteristics, a given set of networked nodes may also exhibit mobility attributes that may result in special structures which should be accounted for by routing. This is the case of disconnected islands as discussed in Sect. 4.1. In several applications, a set of mobile nodes can create wellconnected clusters (e.g., a military platoon, a nomadic community [14] , wildlife herd or pack [13] ) which may be far enough away from one another that they cannot communicate among them. It has been shown that, in these cases, hybrid protocols that take explicit advantage of this structure, using regular routing protocols within a cluster and mobility-assisted techniques to bridge such clusters, can achieve good performance [38, 54] .
Node resources
Although network and node resources are becoming less and less of an issue in wired networks, it is not typically the case for their wireless counterparts. Depending on the application, node capabilities such as bandwidth, storage, and battery lifetime may vary largely. Resource availability or lack thereof should play an important role in the design and performance of a routing protocol.
-Bandwidth: Networks which operate over a common shared wireless medium, the available bandwidth is always a valuable and often scarce resource. If
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bandwidth is limited, then routing protocols should be efficient, especially in terms of signaling and control information exchange. Furthermore, the more limited the available bandwidth, the more prudent the choice of forwarding opportunities needs to be. -Storage: Sensor networks are the typical case where available memory at nodes might be limited relative to the amount of information that needs to be stored locally. Besides affecting the choice of the routing algorithm to be used, storage limitation also influences relevant routing protocol parameters (e.g., TTL) as well as mechanisms such as buffer replacement policies and garbage collection [10, 55] ). -Battery Lifetime: Power awareness is usually an important feature in routing protocols for wireless networks 3 . In the case of DTNs, it becomes even more critical, especially in the case of deployments in remote, hard to access regions where nodes may be left unattended for extended periods of time. There is also a recent work [56] that considers making throwboxes energy efficient in order to increase their lifetime while maintaining high efficiency of the system in terms of delivery ratio and latency. In order to minimize the energy waste in DTN, optimal searching or probing intervals are calculated using statistical information of contact opportunities in [57] [58] [59] and energy efficient sleep scheduling mechanisms are constructed in [60, 61] . -Heterogeneous Node Capabilities: In addition to different mobility patterns, nodes may also have largely varying capabilities, like battery life, processing power, storage capability, etc. Imagine, for example, a scenario where some of the wireless nodes are vehicles (with little or no energy and storage limitations) while others are small PDAs carried by pedestrians. In such a scenario, it is important for the routing protocol to be able to identify the more capable nodes as they are possibly better candidates for relaying traffic than nodes that have barely enough resources to handle their own traffic.
Application requirements
The discussion so far focused on network and individual node features and capabilities. In this section, we consider application-specific requirements, which must be taken into account when choosing or designing DTN routing mechanisms.
-Message Content and Priority: Despite the inherent delay tolerance of most DTN driving applications, there can be situations where some messages may be more important than others. For example, in a VANET network it is reasonable to assume that an accident notification message will have higher priority than a chat message, or announcements of nearby shops. In some cases, users might be willing to ''pay'' more for some of their traffic to get through quickly. Under such heterogeneous traffic requirements, different forwarding policies will be needed to serve the different types of traffic. What is more, not only is it important to ensure that a given protocol can deliver the desired performance (this is not always the case in such a partitioned environment), but the coexistence of the different protocols must be harmonic, as well. -Reliability: In addition to different priority requirements, some messages may need to be sent reliably. Unlike conventional networks, acknowledging messages end-to-end in partitioned networks is not a trivial task and may often have a significant performance overhead (e.g., flooding an ACK message after successful reception at the destination). Furthermore, if a whole session of messages needs to be sent reliably, the considerably large delays of the loosely closed feedback loop may significantly reduce the ability to ''pipeline'' data through the network. What is more difficult in terms of reliability in a disruption-tolerant kind of network, is the ability to reliably deliver data in a certain order.
DTN routing design guidelines
In the previous three sections, we have discussed different properties of DTNs such as connectivity, mobility and node resources, and have dissected DTN-based routing solutions with respect to their characteristics (replication, forwarding and coding). Now, we try to summarize the discussion by providing a correspondence between DTN-based routing solutions and the characteristics of different networks or applications. Having known, a priori, a given set of application characteristics and requirements, we can choose or build a specific kind of routing solution. For example, where connectivity and mobility are low, but the nodes have enough resources in terms of energy, bandwidth, and buffering, and we need a reliable solution, the epidemic routing or any of its variant such as Spray and Wait [8] can be employed. On the other hand, if the connectivity is low in an environment where nodes are highly mobile and nodes' resources are restricted and expensive (in terms of energy, buffering or processing), message replication schemes are better candidates to be utilized. If reliability is needed by a routing solution, only epidemic routing or message coding can be employed. Table 2 aims at summarizing the correspondence between network characteristics and DTN routing solutions. The rows in the table represents the properties of networks (or applications), whereas each column provides a different routing solution. If read line-by-line (horizontally), it states which routing modules may be useful or necessary to cope with the given characteristic (one per line). If read column-by-column (vertically), then it describes particular scenarios where the given protocol (one per column) is a better choice. We do not intend that this table is all-inclusive or without exceptions. It is only rather an indication of which routing strategies might match better which DTN environments. It is also important to note that this table characterizes the suitability of a routing solution according to the set of network or application characteristics that we have presented in Sect. 4 .
In the following, we take up a few exemplary networks, summarize their characteristics and describe what kind of routing protocol is suitable for each network.
A typical Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET), where
vehicles exchange information when they come into contact of each other. In such a network, at some places the network may be very dense whereas at other places, it is sparse. The speed of nodes is generally high (from tens to hundreds km/h). Normally, resources are not scarce, especially in terms of power and memory. When choosing a suitable routing strategy in the light of what has been presented in the paper, one may opt for controlled replication as the routing algorithm because nodes have sufficient resources available and mobility is high. 2. Habitat monitoring such as ZebraNet [13] , where animals are equipped with wireless sensors with little memory and limited battery lifetime, and we want to collect information about living conditions and environment. Resources are very precious in such a network, and speed is low (a few m/sec) with large pause times. Animals live most of the time in groups, and different groups occasionally encounter each other, and may exchange information. A coding scheme can be beneficial in such a scenario, as it works better with low resources, and because we can aggregate groups information together in order to save transmissions. 3. A social network in which people belonging to the same social community or interest form a network. People may also move in between different communities depending upon their changing interests, and due to variations in their daily life routines (e.g., workplace, home, market). Nodes in such a network can have diverse variations in terms of connectivity, mobility and resources, which makes this kind of network heterogeneous. In such a network, a hybrid approach of routing may be useful. For instance, controlled replication scheme such as Spray and Wait [8] can be used within a community, while some utility based smart replication scheme could be used for intercommunity traffic.
Case studies
In this section we will present simulation results to support and demonstrate our claims (design principles) from the previous section. Our goal here is not to provide extensive simulation results or argue for specific protocols, but rather to demonstrate the validity of our analysis of the routing solution space. For the simulation results presented here, we assume that the time units used are the clock ticks of the discretetime simulator. A packet transmission takes one time unit, so, in principle, one could translate this into seconds if needed by considering packet size and bit rate, and as the results presented here provide a comparative evaluation of delay, so the time unit does not make a difference.
Pocket switched networks
Pocket Switched Networks have been recently proposed [53] as a special type of DTN networks. The idea is to extend Internet connectivity beyond access points, by taking advantage of all possible means of ''communication'', including peer-to-peer links (e.g. Bluetooth), ephemeral access to a connected infrastructure (e.g. wireless Infostations [62] , as well as physical mobility.
In this paradigm, nodes are assumed to be carried in the users' ''pockets'', during their daily life activities. This implies that patterns existing in the daily movement of different nodes (e.g. time of commuting to work and means of transportation used, time spent in the office or in other job locations, etc.) as well as interaction and social patterns between different users, are expected to affect considerably the transmission opportunities ''seen'' by the nodes.
There have been a lot of experimental studies recently trying to discover and quantify these mobility and ''intermeeting'' patterns between users or nodes [63] . Some key findings include the following [64] : (i) nodes tend to show strong location or peer preference; that is each node has a number of access points (peers) that it visits (sees) more often than others; (ii) nodes are rather heterogeneous in their mobility and interaction behavior; some nodes tend to see all other nodes often, while other only see a small set of peers throughout the measurement periods; (iii) intercontact times between nodes have ''heavy-tailed'' behavior.
The above create a scenario where the respective transmissions opportunities have detailed structure. As we mentioned in Sects. 2, 3, utility-based routing protocols that take into account, for example, the age of last encounter between nodes, are capable of discovering and taking advantage of such structure. In Fig. 2 , we compare the performance of 3 protocols for the traces collected at the Infocom 2005 conference scenario [64] : (i) epidemic routing, (ii) a controlled replication protocol that blindly hands-over copies [8] , and (iii) one that maintains last encounter information between nodes, and may forward a message copy further to another node with a more correlated mobility or encounter pattern with the destination.
As can be seen there, using controlled replication rather than epidemic routing can utilize the available bandwidth much better. Furthermore, using a utility function to discover better relays for a given destination can improve performance even more. 4 
Metropolitan networks with heterogeneous nodes
Even though nodes in the previous scenario exhibit different social and movement behavior, they all still correspond to humans, and specifically pedestrians. However, there are situations where a larger variety of nodes may collaborate or coexist to enable intermittent connectivity in a larger (metropolitan) scale. Such a scenario might include, for example, nodes carried by pedestrians, other nodes mounted on vehicles, static nodes corresponding to base stations, sensors, or Throwboxes [52] , etc., as shown in Fig. 3 .
Scenarios like the one just described, involve a larger amount of heterogeneity. In addition to different social interactions, nodes in this case might also have largely varying amounts of resources as well as mobility ranges and speeds. For example, a node mounted on a car or a bus may cover a much larger network area than a node carried in the pocket of a pedestrian, and also may have no energy considerations. This implies the following: In the previous scenario some nodes may be better relays for a specific destination due, for example, to their social relation with the destination or their physical proximity to it; In this scenario some nodes may be better relays for all destinations due to some special capabilities of theirs like more resources or more peer encounters. Imagine an example scenario where a percentage of nodes is mobile (e.g., cars, buses) and often performs long trips around the network, while the rest of the nodes move each inside its own local community only (e.g. campus, office building, etc.), which is much smaller than the total network area. In this network, in order to route messages between nodes that lie in different communities, it is crucial to discover and take advantage of the few ''mobile'' nodes in the network. The rest of the nodes are useless for inter-community traffic.
In Fig. 4 we compare the delivery delay for two different routing strategies: (Greedy Spraying) in the first scheme, controlled replication is performed using a greedy distribution of the copies; all L copies of a message are handed over to the first L nodes encountered; (Smart Spraying) in the second scheme, we assume that each node carries a label that indicates what type of a node it is (e.g. ''Vehicle'', ''Pedestrian'', ''Base Station'', etc.) 5 . Copies of the messages are handed over only to nodes that carry a given label (e.g. ''Vehicle''), that can travel outside the source's local community. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , blindly choosing relays could result in significant performance degradation in such a scenario. Although a few copies might happen to be handed over to ''mobile'' nodes that may eventually see a destination in a different community, most copies are wasted to nodes that rarely or never see the destination. On the other hand, a very simple optimization that tries to ''read'' a bit further into the structure of the surrounding network, could result in up to 5 9 improvement. Specifically, the fewer the correct choices (i.e. the ratio of ''good'' over ''bad'' relays) the higher the potential improvement by trying to identify the good ones. Nevertheless, if the choices become too few, even ''smart replication'' is not powerful enough to discover the very few existing ''paths-over-time'', as evident in the plots as well. In that case, additional or different routing modules might be necessary to tackle the problem (e.g. flooding or utility-based forwarding).
Applications with priorities
Despite the inherent delay-tolerance of the networks discussed, there can be situations where some messages may be more important than others. For example, in a VANET network it is reasonable to assume that an accident notification message will have higher priority than a chat message, or advertisements of nearby shops. Consequently, it would be useful to be able to treat priority messages preferentially, and ensure that they get the best possible service, given the network limitations. The questions is then, which routing strategy should be used for the priority messages and which for the non-priority ones, to satisfy the demands and semantics of both services?
Let us look at an example scenario where a p % of the messages have higher priority. In order to ensure the best possible service to these messages, we can use epidemic routing to route these messages only. Epidemic routing is guaranteed, under no buffer and bandwidth limitations to find the optimal paths in any scenario. Thus, it provides the best effort, priority service necessary in this context. The rest of the messages can be routed using a scheme like Spray and Wait. Spray and Wait: (i) generates very little traffic, which is important to not interfere significantly with the priority service; (ii) is robust enough to deliver good performance in a number of scenarios 6 . We have used simulations to answer the following two questions: what is the performance degradation to each service type, by the cross-traffic interference? how do these two services behave when the network becomes congested?
In Fig. 5 we assume there is 100 nodes that move according to the Random Waypoint mobility model in a 500 9 500 network. The velocity is considered as 1 grid unit per time unit. The network area is measured in grid units, i.e. a network size of 500 9 500 is 500 9 500 grid units. It could be meters or whatever. So, each time unit, a node moves 1 grid unit. This is the simplest way to do the simulations, without fixing specific velocities, bit rates, etc. For Random Waypoint mobility model, the pause times are uniformly chosen in a [0,T], with T being relatively small. Quantitatively, the choice of value T does not make a real difference to the results obtained here.
We also assume that 10% of the messages (chosen randomly) have priority and routed using epidemic routing, and the rest of the messages are routed using Spray and Wait with L = 16 copies. We look first at how congestion affects the two traffic classes. As can be seen there, when traffic is not too high, both traffic classes coexist smoothly. Priority messages get the best possible services with at most 10-20% degradation, while the delay of non-priority messages get increased a bit, and still remains competitive. On the other hand, if the network reaches congestion, it is important to note that it is the non-priority traffic class whose performance degrades the most and the fastest. This is very important, as it satisfies the semantics of a priority class, which is supposed to get the best service available.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we again depict the delivery delay and delivery ratio for the two traffic classes, as a function of the percentage of total messages that have high priority (we assume a fixed traffic load of 800 messages). We also include the delivery delay for the case where all messages are routed using epidemic routing, and for the case where all messages are routed using Spray and Wait. As is evident by these plots, using a different routing strategy for the two classes, achieves a much better trade-off than using the same routing protocol for all traffic, if the priority messages are only a fraction of the total messages (this is the desirable case in all priority services-see for example the air industry). Priority messages get 6 We intend to look into using Spray and Focus rather than Spray and Wait for the non-priority service.
better service than using Spraying for all traffic, which is the desired semantic. Furthermore, both traffic classes get better service than if all messages were treated as priority! Finally, if for some reason, the priority traffic increases (e.g. a major accident, natural disaster, etc.) it is the performance of the nonpriority class that degrades first, with the priority traffic being again able to capture all available resources.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a taxonomy of opportunistic routing protocols for DTNs. One of the main goals of our taxonomy is to have it serve as a set of guidelines for routing protocol designers and developers. The paper starts by defining basic building blocks used by existing DTN opportunistic routing schemes. We then create a taxonomy for intermittently connected networks based on network characteristics and application requirements. Finally, we present some case studies using a variety of existing DTN routing approaches to validate the proposed design principles and guidelines.
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